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THE ALGEBRAIC DE RHAM REALIZATION OF THE ELLIPTIC
POLYLOGARITHM VIA THE POINCARÉ BUNDLE
JOHANNES SPRANG
Abstract. In this paper, we describe the algebraic de Rham realization of the elliptic polylog-
arithm for arbitrary families of elliptic curves in terms of the Poincaré bundle. Our work builds
on previous work of Scheider and generalizes results of Bannai–Kobayashi–Tsuji and Scheider.
As an application, we compute the de Rham Eisenstein classes explicitly in terms of certain
algebraic Eisenstein series.
1. Introduction
In the groundbreaking paper [Bei84], Beilinson has stated his important conjectures expressing
special values of L-functions up to a rational factor in terms of motivic cohomology classes
under the regulator map to Deligne cohomology. For finer integrality questions one has to
consider additionally regulator maps to other cohomology theories. In order to study particular
cases of these conjectures, one needs to construct such cohomology classes and understand their
realizations. An important source of such cohomology classes are polylogarithmic cohomology
classes and their associated Eisenstein classes.
The elliptic polylogarithm has been defined by Beilinson and Levin in their seminal paper
[BL94]. It is a motivic cohomology class living on the complement of certain torsion sections
of an elliptic curve E → S. By specializing the elliptic polylogarithm along torsion sections
one obtains the associated Eisenstein classes. Eisenstein classes have been fruitfully applied for
studying special values of L-functions of imaginary quadratic fields, e.g. in [Den89] and [Kin01].
They also proved to be an important tool for gaining a better understanding of L-functions of
modular forms. They appear in the construction of Kato’s celebrated Euler system and more
recently in the important works of Bertolini–Darmon–Rotger and Kings–Loeffler–Zerbes.
The aim of this work is to describe the algebraic de Rham realization of the elliptic polyloga-
rithm for arbitrary families of elliptic curves. In the case of a single elliptic curve with complex
multiplication, such a description has been given by Bannai–Kobayashi–Tsuji in [BKT10]. Build-
ing on this, Scheider has generalized this to arbitrary families of complex elliptic curves in his
PhD thesis [Sch14]. Even more importantly, he has given an explicit description of the de Rham
logarithm sheaves in terms of the Poincaré bundle on the universal vectorial extension of the
dual elliptic curve:
Theorem (Scheider, 2014). 1 For an elliptic curve E/S let E† be the universal vectorial exten-
sion of the dual elliptic curve and (P†,∇P†) the Poincaré bundle with connection on E ×S E
†.
Then
L†n := (prE)∗
(
P†|Infne E†
)
provides an explicit model for the (abstractly defined) n-th de Rham logarithm sheaf LogndR.
1For a more precise version of this theorem, we refer to Theorem 4.7 in the main body of the text.
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For a positive integer D, the de Rham polylogarithm is a pro-system of cohomology classes
with values in the logarithm sheaves, more explicitly
polD,dR ∈ lim←−
n
H1dR (E \ E[D],Log
n
dR) .
Building on this, Scheider used certain theta functions of the Poincaré bundle to construct
analytic differential forms representing the de Rham polylogarithm class for families of complex
elliptic curves. Here, he followed the approach of Bannai–Kobayashi–Tsuji where a similar
construction has been given for elliptic curves with complex multiplication. For all arithmetic
applications it is indispensable to have an explicit algebraic representative of the polylogarithm
class. In the CM case studied by Bannai–Kobayashi–Tsuji, it is possible to prove the algebraicity
of the coefficient functions of the involved theta function using the algebraicity of the Hodge
decomposition. This leads to a purely algebraic description of the de Rham polylogarithm for
CM elliptic curves. Unfortunately, this approach fails for arbitrary families of elliptic curves and
thus it does not apply to the situation studied by Scheider.
In this work, we address this problem and construct algebraic differential forms with values
in the logarithm sheaves representing the de Rham polylogarithm for families of elliptic curves.
For an elliptic curve E/S and a positive integer D, we have defined a certain 1-form with values
in the Poincaré bundle sDcan ∈ P
† ⊗Ω1E/S, c.f. [Spr18a]. This section s
D
can is called the Kronecker
section and serves as a substitute for the analytic theta functions appearing in the work of
Bannai–Kobayashi–Tsuji and Scheider. Scheider’s theorem allows us to view
lDn := (prE)∗
(
sDcan
∣∣∣
Infne E†
)
∈ Γ(E \E[D],L†n ⊗ Ω
1
E/S).
as a 1-form with values in the n-th de Rham logarithm sheaf. In a second step, we lift these
relative 1-forms to absolute 1-forms
LDn ∈ Γ(E \ E[D],L
†
n ⊗ Ω
1
E).
Now, our main result states that the pro-system (LDn )n gives explicit algebraic representatives
of the de Rham polylogarithm class:
Theorem. 2 Let E/S be a family of elliptic curves over a smooth scheme S over a field of
characteristic zero. The 1-forms LDn form explicit algebraic representatives of the de Rham
polylogarithm class, i.e.:
([LDn ])n = polD,dR ∈ lim←−
n
H1dR (E \ E[D],Log
n
dR) .
As a byproduct, we deduce explicit formulas for the de Rham Eisenstein classes in terms of
certain holomorphic Eisenstein series.
The results of this paper depend heavily on the results of the unpublished PhD thesis of
Scheider. In particular, Scheider’s explicit description of the de Rham logarithm sheaves in
terms of the Poincaré bundle will play a fundamental role in this paper. Scheider’s original
proof of this result is long and involved. A substantial part of this paper is devoted to making
the results of Scheider available to the mathematical community. At the same time, we will
simplify the proof of Scheider’s theorem considerably.
Our main motivation for this work comes from the wish of gaining a better understanding of
the syntomic realization of the elliptic polylogarithm. Syntomic cohomology can be seen as a
p-adic analogue of Deligne cohomology and replaces Deligne cohomology in the formulation of
the p-adic Beilinson conjectures. Till now, we only understand the syntomic realization in the
2For a more precise version of this theorem, we refer to Theorem 5.8 in the main body of the text.
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case of a single elliptic curve with complex multiplication [BKT10] as well as the specializations
of the syntomic polylogarithm along torsion sections, i.e. the syntomic Eisenstein classes [BK10].
Building on the results of this paper, we generalize the results of [BK10] and [BKT10] and provide
an explicit description of the syntomic realization over the ordinary locus of the modular curve
in [Spr18b]. Here, it is indispensable to have explicit algebraic representatives for the de Rham
polylogarithm class.
The polylogarithm can also be defined for higher dimensional Abelian schemes and is expected
to have interesting arithmetic applications. While we have a good understanding of the elliptic
polylogarithm, not much is known in the higher dimensional case. Combining the results of this
paper with Scheider’s results gives a conceptional understanding of the elliptic polylogarithm in
terms of the Poincaré bundle. We expect that the general structure of the argument should allow
the generalization to higher dimensional Abelian schemes. A good understanding of the de Rham
realization is an essential step towards the realization in Deligne and syntomic cohomology.
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2. The de Rham logarithm sheaves
The aim of this section is to define the pro-system of the de Rham logarithm sheaves. The
de Rham logarithm sheaves satisfy a universal property among all unipotent vector bundles
with integrable connections. In this section we will present the basic properties of the de Rham
logarithm sheaves, these have been worked out by Scheider in his PhD thesis [Sch14].
2.1. Vector bundles with integrable connections. The coefficients for algebraic de Rham
cohomology are vector bundles with integrable connections. Let us start by with recalling some
basic definitions on vector bundles with integrable connections. For details we refer to [Kat70,
(1.0),(1.1)]. For a smooth morphism π : S → T between smooth separated schemes of finite
type over a field K of characteristic 0 let us denote by VIC (S/T ) the category of vector bundles
on S with integrable T -connection and horizontal maps as morphisms. Since every coherent
OS -module with integrable K-connection is a vector bundle, the category VIC (S/K) is Abelian
(cf. [BO78, §2, Note 2.17]). The pullback along a smooth map π : S → T of smooth K-schemes
induces an exact functor
π∗ : VIC (T/K)→ VIC (S/K) .
By restricting the connection we get a forgetful map
resT : VIC (S/K)→ VIC (S/T ) .
To an object F in VIC (S/T ) we can associate a complex of π−1OT -modules
Ω•S/T (F) : F → F ⊗OS Ω
1
S/T → ...
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called the algebraic de Rham complex. The differentials in this complex are induced by the
integrable connection. The relative algebraic de Rham cohomology for π : S → T is defined as
H idR (S/T,F) := R
iπ∗
(
Ω•S/T (F)
)
.
For T = SpecK we obtain the absolute algebraic de Rham cohomology H idR (S,F). For i = 0, 1
the i-th de Rham cohomology can be seen as an extension group in the category VIC (S/K), i.e.
H idR (S,F) = Ext
i
VIC(S/K)(OS ,F), for i = 0, 1.
For F ∈ VIC (X/T ) and smooth morphisms f : X → S and S → T the relative de Rham
cohomology
H idR (X/S,F)
is canonically equipped with an integrable T -connection called Gauss–Manin connection.
2.2. Definition of the de Rham logarithm sheaves. Let π : E → S be an elliptic curve over
a smooth separated K-scheme of finite type. Let us write H := H1dR (E/S)
∨ for the dual of the
relative de Rham cohomology and HE := π
∗H for its pullback to the elliptic curve. The Gauss–
Manin connection equipsHE with an integrableK-connection. The group Ext
1
VIC(E/K)(OE ,HE)
classifies isomorphism classes [F ] of extensions
(1) 0 HE F OE 0
in the category VIC (E/K). In general such an extension will have non-trivial automorphisms.
In the case where the extension (1) splits horizontally after pullback along the unit section
e : S → E we can rigidify the situation by fixing a splitting, i.e. an isomorphism
0 H H⊕OS OS 0
0 e∗HE e
∗F OS 0
∼=
in the category VIC (S/K). Such a horizontal splitting is uniquely determined by the image of
1 ∈ Γ(S,OS) under the splitting. In other words, the group
ker
(
e∗ : Ext1VIC(E/K)(OE ,HE)→ Ext
1
VIC(S/K)(OS ,H)
)
classifies isomorphism classes of pairs [F , s] consisting of an extension of OE by HE in the
category VIC (E/K) together with a horizontal section s ∈ Γ(S, e∗F) mapping to 1 under
e∗F → OS . A pair [F, s] is uniquely determined by its extension class up to unique isomorphism.
The Leray spectral sequence in de Rham cohomology
Ep,q2 = H
p
dR (S/K,H
q
dR (E/S,HE)) =⇒ E
p+q = Hp+qdR (E/K,HE)
gives a split short exact sequence
0 Ext1VIC(S/K)(OS ,H) Ext
1
VIC(E/K)(OE ,HE) HomVIC(S/K)(OS ,H⊗OS H
∨) 0.
π∗
e∗
Definition 2.1. Let [Log1dR,1
(1)] be the unique extension class corresponding to idH under the
isomorphism
ker
(
e∗ : Ext1VIC(E/K)(OE ,HE)→ Ext
1
VIC(S/K)(OS ,H)
)
∼= HomVIC(S/K)(OS ,H ⊗OS H
∨).
This pair (Log1dR,1
(1)) is uniquely determined up to unique isomorphism. This pair is called
the first de Rham logarithm sheaf.
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The tensor product in the category VIC (E/K) allows us to define for n ≥ 0 an integrable
connection on the n-th tensor symmetric powers
LogndR := TSym
n Log1dR.
For details on symmetric tensors, let us for example refer to [Bou90, Ch. IV,§5]. Recall that
the n-th tensor symmetric power is the sheaf of invariants of the n-th tensor power under the
action of the symmetric groups Sn. The shuffle product defines a ring structure on the tensor
symmetric powers and we obtain a graded ring⊕
k≥0
TSymk Log1dR.
The map
Log1dR → TSym
k Log1dR, x 7→ x
[k] := x⊗ ...⊗ x︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
defines divided powers on the graded algebra of symmetric tensors. In particular, the horizontal
section 1(1) induces a horizontal section
1
(n) := (1(1))[n] ∈ Γ(S, e∗LogndR).
This allows us to define the n-th de Rham logarithm sheaves as the pair (LogndR,1
(n)). Later we
will see that the n-th de Rham logarithm sheaf is uniquely determined by a universal property,
c.f. Proposition 2.4. The horizontal epimorphism Log1dR ։ OE induces horizontal transition
maps
LogndR ։ Log
n−1
dR .
The transition maps allow us to define a descending filtration
A0LogndR = Log
n
dR ⊇ A
1LogndR ⊇ ... ⊇ A
n+1LogndR = 0
by sub-objects
AiLogndR := ker
(
LogndR ։ Log
n−i
dR
)
, i = 1, ..., n.
in the category VIC (E/K). The graded pieces of this filtration are given by
griALog
n
dR = A
iLogndR/A
i+1LogndR = TSym
iHE.
2.3. The cohomology of the de Rham logarithm sheaves. For the definition of the de
Rham polylogarithm we will need a good understanding of the cohomology of the logarithm
sheaves. The necessary computations are the same as for other realizations. In the de Rham
realization, they can also be found in Scheider’s PhD thesis [Sch14, §1.2]. Let us briefly recall
the arguments for the convenience of the reader.
Proposition 2.2. For i = 0, 1 the transition map LogndR ։ Log
n−1
dR induces the zero morphism
H idR (E/S,Log
n
dR)→ H
i
dR
(
E/S,Logn−1dR
)
.
For i = 2 we have isomorphisms
H2dR (E/S,Log
n
dR)
∼
→ H2dR
(
E/S,Logn−1dR
)
∼
→ ...
∼
→ OS .
Proof. This is a classical result due to Beilinson and Levin [BL94]. For the de Rham realization
see also [Sch14, Thm 1.2.1.]. For the convenience of the reader let us include a proof. For n ≥ 1
consider the long exact sequence
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0 H0dR
(
E/S,HE ⊗ Log
n−1
dR
)
H0dR (E/S,Log
n
dR) H
0
dR (E/S)
H1dR
(
E/S,HE ⊗ Log
n−1
dR
)
H1dR (E/S,Log
n
dR) H
1
dR (E/S)
H2dR
(
E/S,HE ⊗ Log
n−1
dR
)
H2dR (E/S,Log
n
dR) H
2
dR (E/S) 0
δ0
δ1
associated to
0→HE ⊗ Log
n−1
dR → Log
n
dR → OE → 0.
Let us first consider the case n = 1: It follows from the defining property of the extension class
of Log1dR that the map δ
0 : OS = H
0
dR (E/S) → H
1
dR (E/S,HE) = H ⊗H
∨ maps 1 ∈ Γ(S,OS)
to idH ∈ Γ(S,H⊗H
∨), i.e.
(2) δ0(1) = idH
In particular, we deduce that δ0 is injective. Again by (2), we obtain that
(3) H1dR (E/S)
∼= H0dR (E/S)⊗H
1
dR (E/S)
δ0⊗id
−−−→ H1dR (HE)⊗H
1
dR (E/S)
∪
−→ H2dR (HE)
coincides with the map
H1dR (E/S)→ HomOS (H
1
dR (E/S) ,OS)
∼= H2dR (HE) , x 7→ (y 7→ x ∪ y).
Since the cup product
∪ : H1dR (E/S)⊗H
1
dR (E/S)→ H
2
dR (E/S)
defines a perfect pairing, we deduce that (3) is an isomorphism. By the compatibility of the cup
product with the connecting homomorphism
H0dR (E/S)⊗H
1
dR (E/S) H
1
dR (HE)⊗H
1
dR (E/S)
H1dR (E/S) H
2
dR (HE)
δ0⊗id
∪ ∪
δ1
we deduce that δ1 is an isomorphism. The fact that δ1 is an isomorphism implies that
H2dR
(
E/S,Log1dR
)
→ H2dR (E/S)
is an isomorphism and that
H1dR
(
E/S,Log1dR
)
→ H1dR (E/S)
is zero. The injectivity of δ0 implies that
H0dR
(
E/S,Log1dR
)
→ H0dR (E/S)
is zero. This settles the case n = 1. Let us now proceed by induction. For n ≥ 2 let us assume
that the claim has been proven for the transition map Logn−1dR → Log
n−2
dR . The morphism of
exact complexes associated to the map of short exact sequences
0 HE ⊗ Log
n−1
dR Log
n
dR OE 0
0 HE ⊗ Log
n−2
dR Log
n−1
dR OE 0
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splits up into pieces by the induction hypothesis. Indeed, note that LogndR → OE factors through
LogndR → Log
n−1
dR → ... → OE and thus induces the zero map in cohomological degree 0 and 1
and an isomorphism in degree 2. Using this, the above diagram of short exact sequences induces
the following diagrams with exact rows:
0 H0dR
(
E/S,HE ⊗ Log
n−1
dR
)
H0dR (E/S,Log
n
dR)
0 H0dR
(
E/S,HE ⊗ Log
n−2
dR
)
H0dR
(
E/S,Logn−1dR
)
∼=
0 (by IH) (1)
∼=
H0dR (E/S) H
1
dR
(
E/S,HE ⊗ Log
n−1
dR
)
H1dR (E/S,Log
n
dR)
H0dR (E/S) H
1
dR
(
E/S,HE ⊗ Log
n−2
dR
)
H1dR
(
E/S,Logn−1dR
)
,
0 (by IH) (2)
and
H1dR (E/S) H
2
dR
(
E/S,HE ⊗ Log
n−1
dR
)
H2dR (E/S,Log
n
dR) H
2
dR (E/S)
H1dR (E/S) H
2
dR
(
E/S,HE ⊗ Log
n−2
dR
)
H2dR
(
E/S,Logn−1dR
)
H2dR (E/S) .
∼= (by IH) (3)
The maps denoted by (IH) are zero respectively isomorphisms by the induction hypothesis.
From the commutativity of the diagrams we deduce that the transition maps in (1) and (2) are
zero maps while (3) is an isomorphism, as desired.

2.4. The universal property of the de Rham logarithm sheaves. In this subsection we
will prove the universal property of the de Rham logarithm sheaves among all unipotent vector
bundles with integrable connection. Recall that we have a descending filtration A•LogndR on the
n-th logarithm sheaves satisfying
griALog
n
dR = TSym
iHE = π
∗ TSymiH.
In particular, all sub-quotients are given by pullback. Motivated by this property we state the
following definition:
Definition 2.3. Let S → T be a smooth morphism of smooth separated K-schemes and E/S
an elliptic curve.
(a) An object U in VIC (E/T ) is called unipotent of length n for E/S/T if there exists a
descending filtration in the category VIC (E/T )
U = A0U ⊇ A1U ⊇ ... ⊇ An+1U = 0
such that for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n, griAU = A
iU/Ai+1U = π∗Yi for some Yi ∈ VIC (S/T ).
(b) Let U †n(E/S/T ) be the full subcategory of objects of VIC (E/T ) which are unipotent of
length n for E/S/T . For the case S = T let us write U †(E/S) := U †(E/S) for simplicity.
For the moment we will consider the absolute case, i.e. T = SpecK. Later, we will naturally
by concerned with the relative case, i.e. the case T = S. For F,G ∈ VIC (E/K) there is a
natural connection on the sheaf of homomorphisms of the underlying modules. Let us write
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Hom(F,G) for the internal-Hom in the category VIC (S/K). Let us also introduce the notation
HomhorE/S(F,G) for the sheaf of horizontal morphisms relative S. By the definition of the con-
nection on the internal-Hom sheaves, we see that HomhorE/S(F,G) is the subsheaf of S-horizontal
sections of Hom(F,G). We can rephrase this as follows:
π∗Hom
hor
E/S(F,G) = H
0
dR (E/S,Hom(F,G)) .
In particular, the Gauss–Manin connection gives a K-connection on π∗Hom
hor
E/S(F,G). With
this observation we can finally characterize the logarithm sheaves through a universal property:
Proposition 2.4. [Sch14, Thm 1.3.6] The pair (LogndR,1
(n)) is the unique pair, consisting of
a unipotent object of U†n (E/S/K) together with a horizontal section along e, such that for all
U ∈ U†n (E/S/K) the map
π∗Hom
hor
E/S(Log
n
dR,U)→ e
∗U , f 7→ (e∗f)(1(n))
is an isomorphism in VIC (S/K).
Proof. For the convenience of the reader let us sketch the proof. We have for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2 a
canonical horizontal isomorphism
(4) H2−idR
(
E/S, (LogndR)
∨
)
∼
→ H idR (E/S,Log
n
dR)
∨
induced by the perfect cup product pairing
H2−idR
(
E/S, (LogndR)
∨
)
⊗OS H
i
dR (E/S,Log
n
dR)→ H
2
dR (E/S)
∼
→ OS .
We prove the result by a double induction over 0 ≤ k ≤ n, where k is the length of the shortest
unipotent filtration of the object U . For k = n = 0, we have U = π∗Z for some object Z of
VIC (S/K). Indeed, we have
π∗Hom
hor
E/S(Log
0
dR, π
∗Z) ∼= π∗Hom
hor
E/S(OE , π
∗Z) ∼= Hom(OS , Z) ∼= Z
and the map is given by f 7→ e∗f(1) = e∗f(1(0)). For the case 0 = k < n observe, that the
transition maps
H0dR
(
E/S, (LogndR)
∨
)
∼
→ H0dR
(
E/S,
(
Logn−1dR
)∨)
are isomorphisms by the above perfect pairing and Proposition 2.2. We deduce the claim for
0 = k < n by the commutative diagram
H0dR
(
E/S, (LogndR)
∨
)
π∗Hom
hor
E/S(Log
n
dR, π
∗Z) Z
H0dR
(
E/S,
(
Log0dR
)∨)
π∗Hom
hor
E/S(Log
0
dR, π
∗Z) Z.
≃
≃
≃ ≃
Here, let us observe, that 1(n) maps to 1(0) under the transition map. Let us now consider the
case 0 < k ≤ n and assume that the case k − 1 ≤ n has already been settled. For an unipotent
object U of length k we have an horizontal exact sequence
0 π∗Z U U/π∗Z 0
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with U/π∗Z in U †k−1(E/S/K). This sequence induces a long exact sequences in VIC (S/K). Let
us first show that the connecting homomorphism
δ0(n) : H
0
dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR,U/π
∗Z))→ H0dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR, π
∗Z))
is trivial for all n ≥ k. Let us consider the following commutative diagram, where the right
vertical map is induced by the transition maps of the logarithm sheaves:
H0dR
(
E/S,Hom(Logn−1dR ,U/π
∗Z)
)
e∗(U/π∗Z)
H0dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR,U/π
∗Z)) e∗(U/π∗Z),
By the induction hypothesis, the horizontal maps in this diagram are isomorphisms. We deduce
that the map
H0dR
(
E/S,Hom(Logn−1dR ,U/π
∗Z)
)
→ H0dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR,U/π
∗Z))
is an isomorphism, too. On the other hand, the transition maps
(5) H1dR
(
E/S,Hom(Logn−1dR , π
∗Z)
)
→ H1dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR, π
∗Z))
are identified with the dual of the transition maps
H1dR
(
E/S,Logn−1dR
)∨
⊗ Z → H1dR (E/S,Log
n
dR)
∨ ⊗ Z.
under the perfect cup product pairing. Thus, section 2.3 implies that (5) is the zero morphism.
The connecting homomorphisms δ0(n) and δ
0
(n−1) fit in the following commutative diagram, where
the vertical maps are induced by the transition maps of the logarithm sheaves:
H0dR
(
E/S,Hom(Logn−1dR ,U/π
∗Z)
)
H1dR
(
E/S,Hom(Logn−1dR , π
∗Z)
)
H0dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR,U/π
∗Z)) H1dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR, π
∗Z)) .
δ0
(n−1)
∼= 0
δ0
(n)
Above, we have already shown that the left vertical map is an isomorphism, while the right
vertical map is zero. This shows the vanishing of the connecting homomorphism δ0(n). Now,
the claim for 0 < k ≤ n is easily deduced from the induction hypothesis. Indeed, we get the
following commutative diagram with vertical exact sequences:
0 0
H0dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR, π
∗Z)) Z
H0dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR,U)) e
∗U
H0dR (E/S,Hom(Log
n
dR,U/π
∗Z)) e∗(U/π∗Z)
0 0
≃
≃
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Here, the first and the last horizontal maps are isomorphisms by induction. The left-exactness
of the first column follows from the vanishing of the connecting homomorphism δ0(n). We deduce
the desired isomorphism in the middle. 
Remark 2.5. Another way to formulate the universal property is as follows. Consider the cate-
gory consisting of pairs (U , s) with U ∈ U†n (E/S/K) and a fixed horizontal section s ∈ Γ(S, e
∗U).
Morphisms are supposed to be horizontal and respect the fixed section after pullback along e.
Then, the universal property reformulates as the fact that this category has an initial object.
This initial object is (LogndR,1
(n)).
3. The Definition of the polylogarithm in de Rham cohomology
Let us briefly recall the definition of the de Rham cohomology class of the polylogarithm
following [Sch14, Chapter 1.5]. Let us fix a positive integer D. Let us define the sections
1e, 1E[D] ∈ Γ(E[D],OE[D]) as follows: Let 1E[D] correspond to 1 ∈ OE[D] and 1e correspond to
the section which is zero on E[D] \ {e} and 1 on {e}. The localization sequence in de Rham
cohomology for the situation
(6)
UD := E \ E[D] E E[D]
S
jD
πUD
π
πE[D]
iD
combined with the vanishing results (c.f. Section 2.3) gives the following.
Lemma 3.1 ([Sch14, §1.5.2, Lemma 1.5.4]). Let us write HE[D] := π
∗
E[D]H and HUD := π
∗
UD
H.
The localization sequence in de Rham cohomology for (6) induces an exact sequence:
0 lim
←−n
H1dR (UD/K,Log
n
dR)
∏∞
k=0H
0
dR
(
E[D]/K,SymkHE[D]
)
K 0Res σ
If we view the horizontal section D2 · 1e − 1E[D] ∈ Γ(S,OE[D]) as sitting in degree zero of
∞∏
k=0
H0dR
(
E[D]/K,SymkHE[D]
)
,
it is contained in the kernel of the augmentation map σ.
Proof. For the convenience of the reader let us recall the construction of the short exact sequence.
The localization sequence and the vanishing of lim
←−n
H1dR (E,Log
n
dR) = 0 gives
0 lim
←−
n
H1dR (UD,Log
n
dR) lim←−
n
H0dR (E[D], i
∗
DLog
n
dR) lim←−
n
H2dR (E,Log
n
dR) 0.
Res
Now, the exact sequence in the claim follows by Section 2.3 and the isomorphism
i∗DLog
n
dR
∼
→ i∗D[D]
∗LogndR = π
∗
E[D]e
∗LogndR
∼
→
n⊕
k=0
SymkHE[D].

Definition 3.2. Let polD,dR = (pol
n
D,dR)n≥0 ∈ lim←−n
H1dR (UD/K,Log
n
dR) be the unique pro-
system mapping to D21e− 1E[D] under the residue map. We call polD,dR the (D-variant) of the
elliptic polylogarithm.
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Remark 3.3. Let us write U := E \ {e}. The classical polylogarithm in de Rham cohomology
(polndR)n≥0 ∈ lim←−
n
H1dR
(
U/K,H∨E ⊗OE Log
n
dR
)
is defined as the unique element mapping to idH under the isomorphism
lim
←−
n
H1dR
(
U/K,H∨E ⊗OE Log
n
dR
) ∼
→
∞∏
k=1
H0dR
(
S/Q,H∨ ⊗OS Sym
kH
)
.
This isomorphism comes from the localization sequence for U := E \ {e} →֒ E. For details we
refer to [Sch14, §1.5.1]. Indeed, there is not much difference between the classical polylogarithm
and its D-variant. For a comparison of both we refer to [Sch14, §1.5.3].
4. The de Rham logarithm sheaves via the Poincaré bundle
In his PhD thesis Scheider gave an explicit model for the de Rham logarithm sheaves con-
structed out of the Poincaré bundle [Sch14, Theorem 2.3.1]. Since the material has never been
published, we will recall his approach to the de Rham logarithm sheaves via the Poincaré bundle.
The main result of this section is due to Scheider, but we provide a considerably shorter proof
of this theorem.
4.1. The geometric logarithm sheaves. Let π : E → S be an elliptic curve over a separated
locally Noetherian base scheme S. Let us recall the definition of the Poincaré bundle and thereby
fix some notation. A rigidification of a line bundle L on E over S is an isomorphism
r : e∗L
∼
→ OS .
A morphism of rigidified line bundles is a morphism of line bundles respecting the rigidification.
The dual elliptic curve E∨ represents the functor
T 7→ Pic0(ET /T ) := {iso. classes of rigidified line bundles (L, r) of degree 0 on ET /T}
on the category of S-schemes. Because a rigidified line bundle does not have any non-trivial
automorphisms, there is a universal rigidified line bundle (P, r0) called the Poincaré bundle over
E×SE
∨. By interchanging the roles of E and E∨, we get a unique trivialization s0 : (e×id)
∗P
∼
→
OE∨ and we call (P, r0, s0) the bi-rigidified Poincaré bundle. Similarly, let us consider the group
valued functor
T 7→ Pic†(ET /T ) :=
{
iso. classes of rigidified line bundles (L, r,∇) of degree 0 on ET /T
with an integrable T -connection ∇ : L → L⊗OET Ω
1
ET /T
on L
}
.
This functor is representable by an S-group scheme E†. By forgetting the connection, we obtain
an epimorphism q† : E† → E∨ of group schemes over S. The pullback P† := (q†)∗P is equipped
with a unique integrable E†-connection
∇P† : P
† → P† ⊗ Ω1E×SE†/E†
making (P†,∇P† , r0) universal among all rigidified line bundles with integrable connection. Let
us mention that the group scheme E† satisfies another universal property: It sits in a short exact
sequence
0→ V (ωE/S)→ E
† → E∨ → 0
with V (ωE/S) the vector group over S associated with ωE/S and every other such vectorial
extension of E∨ is a pushout of this extension. This explains why E† is called universal vectorial
extension of E∨. For a more detailed discussion on the universal vectorial extension and its
properties, let us refer to the first chapter of the book of Mazur–Messing [MM74].
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Let us denote the inclusions of the infinitesimal thickenings of e in E† resp. E∨ by:
ι†n : E
†
n := Inf
n
e E
† →֒ E†,
ιn : E
∨
n := Inf
n
e E
∨ →֒ E∨.
Definition 4.1. For n ≥ 0 define
L†n : = (prE)∗(idE × ι
†
n)
∗P†, Ln := (prE)∗(idE × ιn)
∗P.
Both Ln and L
†
n are locally freeOE-modules of finite rank equipped with canonical isomorphisms
trive : e
∗L†n
∼
→ O
E†n
, trive : e
∗Ln
∼
→ OE∨n
induced by the rigidifications of the Poincaré bundle. Furthermore, ∇P† induces an integrable
S-connection ∇
L†n
on L†n. We call L
†
n the n-th geometric logarithm sheaf. Sometimes we will
write L†n,E to emphasize the dependence on the elliptic curve E/S.
Let us discuss some immediate properties of the geometric logarithm sheaves. The reader
who is familiar with the formal properties of the abstract logarithm sheaves will immediately
recognize many of the following properties: The compatibility of the Poincaré bundle with base
change along f : T → S shows immediately that the geometric logarithm sheaves are compatible
with base change, i. e.
pr∗ELn,E/S
∼
→ Ln,ET /T , pr
∗
EL
†
n,E/S
∼
→ L†n,ET /T
where prE : ET = E ×S T → E is the projection. By restricting form the n-th infinitesimal
thickening to the (n− 1)-th, we obtain transition maps
L†n ։ L
†
n−1, Ln ։ Ln−1.
The decompositions OInf1e E∨ = OS ⊕ ωE∨/S and OInf1e E† = OS ⊕ H show that the transition
maps L1 → OE and L
†
1 → OE sit in short exact exact sequences
0 π∗ωE∨/S L1 OE 0
and
0 HE L
†
1 OE 0.
Since P† is the pullback of P, we obtain natural inclusions
Ln →֒ L
†
n.
These inclusions can be interpreted as the first non-trivial step of the Hodge filtration of the
geometric logarithm sheaf L†n: The Hodge filtration on H induces a descending filtration of
OE-modules on L
†
1 such that all morphisms in
0→HE → L
†
1 → OE → 0
are strictly compatible with the filtration. Here, OE is considered to be concentrated in filtration
step 0. Explicitly this filtration is given as
F−1L†1 = L
†
1 ⊇ F
0L†1 = L1 ⊇ F
1L†1 = 0.
Let us write [D] : E → E for the isogeny given by D-multiplication. The dual isogeny of [D] is
D-multiplication on E∨. By the universal property of the Poincaré bundle over E ×S E
∨, there
is a unique isomorphism
γid,[D] : (id× [D])
∗P
∼
→ ([D]× id)∗P.
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Since we are working over a field of characteristic zero, the D-multiplication induces an isomor-
phism on Infne E
∨:
Infne E
∨ E∨
Infne E
∨ E∨.
∼= [D]
Restricting γid,[D] along E ×S E
∨ and using the above commutative diagram gives
(prE)∗(P
†|E×Infne E∨)
∼= (prE)∗
(
(id × [D])∗P†|E×Infne E∨
)
∼
→ (prE)∗
(
([D]× id)∗P†|E×Infne E∨
)
.
Recalling L†n = (prE)∗(P
†|E×Infne E∨) gives an invariance under isogenies isomorphism:
(7) L†n
∼
→ [D]∗L†n.
4.2. The Fourier–Mukai transform of Laumon. For a smooth morphism X → S let us
denote by DX/S the sheaf of differential operators of X/S. Furthermore, let us denote by
Dbqc(DX/S) (resp. D
b
qc(OX)) the derived category of bounded complexes of quasi-coherent DX/S -
modules (resp. OX -modules). As usually, let E/S be an elliptic curve over a smooth base S
over a field of characteristic zero. The Poincaré bundle with connection (P†,∇P†) on E ×S E
†
serves as kernel for Laumon’s Fourier–Mukai equivalence:
Theorem 4.2 ([Lau96, (3.2)]). The functor
ΦP† : D
b
qc(OE†)→ D
b
qc(DE/S), F
• 7→ RprE,∗
(
(P†,∇P†)⊗OE×E† pr
∗
E†F
•
)
establishes an equivalence of triangulated categories.
We will restrict this derived Fourier–Mukai transform to certain complexes of unipotent ob-
jects which are concentrated in a single cohomological degree. Let us first introduce the following
category:
Definition 4.3. Let J be the ideal sheaf of OE† defined by the unit section. Let Un (OE†)
be the full subcategory of the category of quasi-coherent OE†-modules F , s.t. J
n+1F = 0 and
J iF/J i+1F is a locally free OS = OE†/J -module of finite rank for i = 0, ..., n.
The following results appear in the work of Scheider:
Lemma 4.4 ([Sch14, Proposition 2.2.6, Theorem 2.2.12 (i)]). Let us write eE† : S → E
† for the
unit section of the universal vectorial extension of E∨.
(a) For a locally free OS-module G, we have the formula
ΦP†((eE†)∗G) = π
∗G
(b) The Fourier–Mukai transform of F ∈ Un (OE†) is concentrated in cohomological degree
zero, i.e.
H i(ΦP†(F)) = 0 for i 6= 0.
Proof. We follow closely the argument of Scheider, see [Sch14, Prop. 2.2.6, Thm. 2.2.12 (i)]:
(a) Base change along the Cartesian diagram
E E ×S E
†
S E†
id×e
E†
π prE†
e
E†
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gives a canonical isomorphism of DE×SE†/E†-modules:
pr∗E†(eE†)∗G ≃ (id× eE†)∗π
∗G.
The trivialization of the Poincaré bundle gives a DE/S-linear isomorphism
(id× eE†)
∗(P†,∇†) ≃ (OE ,d).
Thus, we get an isomorphism of DE×SE†/E†-modules:
P† ⊗O
E×SE
†
pr∗E†(eE†)∗G
∼= (id× eE†)∗π
∗G.
Since id× eE† is affine, it is exact and we get
ΦP†((eE†)∗G) = R(prE)∗
(
P† ⊗O
E×SE
†
pr∗E†(eE†)∗G
)
∼= R(prE)∗R(id× eE†)∗π
∗G
= R(idE)∗π
∗G = π∗G.
(b) Let us prove the claim by induction on n. For n = 0 we have F = (eE†)∗G for some locally-
free OS-module G. Thus, the case n = 0 follows from (a). For n > 0 the claim follows by
induction: Indeed, the exact sequence
0→ J nF → F → F/J nF → 0
induces a triangle
ΦP†(J
nF)→ ΦP†(F)→ ΦP†(F/J
nF)→ ΦP†(J
nF)[1]
in Dbqc(DE/S). Now we conclude since ΦP†(J
nF) and ΦP†(F/J
nF) are concentrated in degree
zero by the induction hypothesis. 
Proposition 4.5 ([Sch14, Theorem 2.2.12]). The functor
Un (OE†)
∼
→ U†n (E/S) , F 7→ Fˆ
† := H0(ΦP†(F))
is a well-defined equivalence of categories.
Proof. Again, we follow Scheider’s proof [Sch14, Theorem 2.2.12]. Let us first prove the well-
definedness by induction over n. For n = 0, Lemma 4.4 (a) shows that the functor is well-defined.
For n > 0 an object F ∈ Un (OE†) fits in an exact sequence
0→ J nF → F → F/J nF → 0
with J nF ∈ U0(OE†) and F/J
nF ∈ Un−1(OE†). We have seen in Lemma 4.4 (b) that the
Fourier–Mukai transform of each term in the above exact sequence is concentrated in degree 0,
thus we get the short exact sequence
0→ H0(ΦP†(J
nF))→ H0(ΦP†(F))→ H
0(ΦP†(F/J
nF))→ 0.
By the induction hypothesis, H0(ΦP†(J
nF)) ∈ U†0(E/S), H
0(ΦP†(F/J
nF)) ∈ U†n−1(E/S) and
we deduce H0(ΦP†(F)) ∈ U
†
n (E/S). This proves the well-definedness.
Since ΦP† is an equivalence and all considered sheaves are concentrated in cohomological
degree zero, we deduce that Un (OE†) → U
†
n (E/S) is fully faithful. The proof that (ˆ·)
†
is
essentially surjective proceeds again by induction over n. For n = 0, we have F = (eE†)∗G for
some locally free OS-module and the explicit formula Fˆ
† = π∗G establishes the case n = 0. Let
n > 0 and assume that we already know that (ˆ·)
†
: Um(OE†)→ U
†
m(E/S) is essentially surjective
for m < n. Every unipotent sheaf U ∈ U†n (E/S) sits in an exact sequence
0→ A1U → U → π∗Y → 0
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for some locally free OS-module Y. By the induction hypothesis there exists F
′ ∈ Un−1(OE†)
and F ′′ ∈ U0(OE†) with (̂F
′)
† ∼= A1U and (̂F ′′)
†
∼= π∗Y, i.e.
0→ (̂F ′)
†
→ U → (̂F ′′)
†
→ 0.
This gives us a distinguished triangle
(8) ΦP†(F
′)→ U → ΦP†(F
′)→ ΦP†(F
′)[1]
in Dbqc(DE/S). Let us denote by Φ
−1
P†
an quasi-inverse of the equivalence ΦP†. Applied to (8)
this yields a triangle in Dbqc(OE†):
Φ−1
P†
(ΦP†(F
′))→ Φ−1
P†
(U)→ Φ−1
P†
(ΦP†(F
′))→ Φ−1
P†
(ΦP†(F
′))[1].
Since Φ−1
P†
(ΦP†(F
′)) ∼= F ′ and Φ−1P†(ΦP†(F
′′)) ∼= F ′′ we may replace Φ−1P†(ΦP†(F
′)) by F ′ and
Φ−1
P†
(ΦP†(F
′′)) by F ′′ in the above triangle:
F ′ → Φ−1
P†
(U)→ F ′′ → F ′[1].
Because F ′ and F ′′ are concentrated in degree zero we deduce that Φ−1
P†
(U) is concentrated in
degree zero. Applying H0 gives:
0→ F ′ → H0(Φ−1
P†
(U))→ F ′′ → 0
As F ′ ∈ Un−1(OE†) and F
′′ ∈ U0(OE†) we get F := H
0(Φ−1
P†
(U)) ∈ U†n (E/S). Applying (̂·)
†
gives
0→ (̂F ′)
†
→ (̂F)
†
→ (̂F ′′)
†
→ 0.
Using once again, that Φ−1
P†
(U) is concentrated in degree zero, we deduce
F̂† = H0(ΦE†(H
0(Φ−1
P†
(U)))) ∼= U .
This proves that U is in the essential image of (̂·)
†
and concludes the induction step of the
essential surjectivity of (̂·)
†
. 
Finally, let us state the following result:
Proposition 4.6 ([Sch14, Prop. 2.2.16]). For F ∈ Un (OE†) there is a canonical isomorphism
e∗F̂†
∼
→ (πn)∗F .
Here, πn : Inf
n
e E
† → S is the structure morphism of Infne E
†.
Proof. For the convenience of the reader, let us recall Scheider’s proof. Let us view F ∈ Un (OE†)
as an OInfne E†-module. The base change isomorphism associated to the diagram
E ×S Inf
nE† E ×S E
†
InfnE† E
id×ιn
pr
Infne E
† prE
ιn
gives an horizontal isomorphism
F̂† ∼= (prE)∗
(
pr∗Infn E†F ⊗OE×SInfn E†
(id × ιn)
∗P†
)
.
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Again, by base change along the diagram
InfnE† S
E ×S Inf
nE† E
πn
e×id e
prE
we obtain the desired OS -linear isomorphism
e∗F̂† ∼= e∗(prE)∗
(
pr∗Infn E†F ⊗OE×SE†
(id × ιn)
∗P†
)
∼=
∼= (πn)∗(e× id)
∗
(
pr∗Infn E†F ⊗OE×SE†
(id× ιn)
∗P†
)
∼=
∼= (πn)∗F .

4.3. The geometric logarithm sheaves as de Rham logarithm sheaves. The aim of this
section is to show that the geometric logarithm sheaves L†n give us a concrete geometric real-
ization of the abstractly defined de Rham logarithm sheaves. This is one of the main results
of Scheider [Sch14, Theorem 2.3.1]. By working with the universal property of the logarithm
sheaves instead of its extension class, we can give a much simpler proof then the original one.
The idea our proof is quite simple: The pair (OE†/J
n+1, 1) is initial in the category con-
sisting of pairs (F , s) of unipotent OE†/J
n+1 modules F ∈ Un(OE†) with a marked section
s ∈ Γ(S, (πn)∗F). Thus, the Fourier–Mukai transform of (OE†/J
n+1, 1) should be initial in
the corresponding category of unipotent vector bundles (with a marked section) through the
equivalence of categories:
Un (OE†)
∼
→ U†n (E/S) .
Now recall, that being initial in the category of unipotent vector bundles with a marked section
is exactly the universal property of the logarithm sheaves. Finally, the formula
̂(OE†/J
n+1)
†
= (prE)∗
(
(prE†)
∗OInfne E† ⊗OE×E† P
†
)
= (prE)∗(id× ι
†
n)
∗P†
Def.
= L†n,
which has already been observed by Scheider, allows us to conclude that the geometric logarithm
sheaves satisfy the universal property of the abstractly defined logarithm sheaves.
In order to make this argument work, we have to be more precise: First, let us observe that
e∗L†n
∼
→ OInfne E† = OE†/J
n+1
gives us a canonical section 1 ∈ Γ(S,OInfne E†)
∼= Γ(S, e∗L†n) of e
∗L†n. Furthermore, let us observe
that the connection ∇
L†n
is a connection relative S, while the connection ∇LogndR is an absolute
connection. In order to compare both objects, we have to restrict the connection ∇LogndR relative
S. Let us define ∇LogndR,E/S := resS(∇Log
n
dR
). Now, we can state one of the main results of
Scheider’s PhD thesis:
Theorem 4.7 (Scheider,[Sch14, Thm 2.3.1]). There is a unique horizontal isomorphism
(LogndR,∇LogndR,E/S)→ (L
†
n,∇L†n
)
mapping 1(n) to 1 after pullback along e.
The proof of is long and involved. Scheider compares the extension classes of both tuples.
It is much simpler to deduce this isomorphism by proving that both objects satisfy the same
universal property, or stated differently that they are initial in the same category. Since we
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already know the universal property of the abstractly defined logarithm sheaves, it remains to
show that the geometric logarithm sheaves satisfy the same universal property:
Theorem 4.8. The tuple (L†n,∇L†n , 1) is the unique tuple, up to unique isomorphism, consisting
of an object (L†n,∇L†n
) ∈ U†n(E/S) and a section
1 ∈ Γ(S, e∗Ln) = Γ(S,OInfne E†)
such that the following universal property holds: For all G ∈ U†n(E/S) the map
π∗Hom
hor
E/S
(
L†n,G
)
→ e∗G, f 7→ (e∗f)(1)
is an isomorphism of OS-modules.
Proof. Let G ∈ U†n (E/S). By the equivalence
(̂·)
†
: Un (OE†)
∼
→ U†n (E/S) ,
we may assume G = Fˆ† for some F ∈ Un (OE†). Then, we have the following chain of isomor-
phisms
π∗HomU†n(E/S)
(
̂OE†/J
n+1
†
,G
) (A)
∼= (πn)∗HomUn(OE†)
(
OE†/J
n+1,F
)
=
= (πn)∗F
(B)
∼= e∗Fˆ† = e∗G
where (A) is induced by the Fourier–Mukai type equivalence Proposition 4.5 and (B) is Propo-
sition 4.6. It is straightforward to check that this chain of isomorphisms sends f to (e∗f)(1).
This proves the universal property of (L†n,∇L†n
, 1). 
As a corollary, we can deduce the following result about absolute connections:
Corollary 4.9 ([Sch14, Cor. 2.3.2]). There exists a unique K-connection ∇abs
L†n
on L†n, such
that:
(a) ∇abs
L†n
restricts to the S-connection ∇
L†n
, i.e. resS(∇
abs
L†n
) = ∇
L†n
and
(b)
(
L†n,∇
abs
L†n
, 1
)
satisfies the universal property of the absolute n-th de Rham logarithm sheaf
stated in Proposition 2.4.
Proof. Uniqueness follows immediately from the universal property in (b). For the existence of
∇abs
L†n
let us consider n-th (absolute) de Rham logarithm sheaves
(
(LogndR,∇LogndR),1
(n)
)
. The
forgetful functor
resS : U
†
n (E/S/K)→ U
†
n (E/S)
gives an object
(
LogndR, resS(∇LogndR),1
(n)
)
in the category U†n (E/S) satisfying the following
universal property (by Proposition 2.4): For all G ∈ U†n(E/S) the map
π∗Hom
hor
E/S (Log
n
dR,G)→ e
∗G, f 7→ (e∗f)(1(n))
is an isomorphism of OS-modules. Since
((
L†n,∇L†n
)
, 1
)
satisfies the same universal property
(see Theorem 4.8), there is a unique isomorphism
α : L†n
∼
→ LogndR
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which is S-horizontal, i.e. α∗resS(∇LogndR) = ∇L†n
and satisfies (e∗α)(1) = 1(n). Let us define
∇abs
L†n
:= α∗∇LogndR . With this definition α provides an isomorphism
(L†n,∇
abs
L†n
, 1)
∼
→
(
(LogndR,∇LogndR),1
(n)
)
in the category U†n (E/S/K). In particular, the tuple (L
†
n,∇
abs
L†n
, 1) satisfies the universal property
of the n-th de Rham logarithm sheaf, i.e. (b) holds. (a) follows from the formula
resS(∇
abs
L†n
) = resS(α
∗∇LogndR) = α
∗resS(∇LogndR) = ∇L†n
.

4.4. Extension classes and the Kodaira–Spencer map. Simultaneously with the geometric
logarithm sheaves (L†n,∇L†n
), we introduced a variant Ln of geometric logarithm sheaves without
a connection. One might ask about a similar universal property for Ln. Indeed, let us define
Un(E/S) as the full subcategory of the category of vector bundles consisting of unipotent objects
of length n for E/S, i.e. there is a n-step filtration with graded pieces of the form π∗G for some
vector bundle G on S. The pullback e∗Ln = OInfne E∨ is equipped with a distinguished section
1 ∈ Γ(S,OInfne E∨).
Theorem 4.10. The pair (Ln, 1) is the unique pair, up to unique isomorphism, consisting of a
unipotent vector bundle of length n for E/S and a section
1 ∈ Γ(S, e∗Ln) = Γ(S,OInfne E∨)
such that the following universal property holds: For all U ∈ Un(E/S) the map
π∗HomOE (Ln,G)→ e
∗G, f 7→ (e∗f)(1)
is an isomorphism of OS-modules.
Proof. The same proof as in Theorem 4.8 works if one replaces the Fourier-Mukai transform of
Laumon by the classical Fourier-Mukai transform. 
Let us recall that L1 sits in a short exact sequence
0 π∗ωE∨/S L
1 OE 0
and that the rigidification of the Poincaré bundle induces a trivializing isomorphism along the
zero section trive : e
∗L1
∼
→ OS ⊕ ωE∨/S . An immediate reformulation of the above universal
property of L1 is the following:
Corollary 4.11. Let E/S be an elliptic curve, M a locally free OS-module of finite rank and
let (F , σ) be a pair consisting of an extension
F : 0 π∗M F OE 0
together with a splitting of e∗F , i. e. σ is an isomorphism e∗F
∼
→ OS ⊕M which is compatible
with the extension structure. Then, there is a unique morphism
ϕ : ωE∨/S →M
such that the pair (F , σ) is the pushout of the pair (L1, trive) along ϕ.
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Proof. The pair (F , σ) induces a pair (F, s) with F ∈ U1(E/S) and s := σ
−1(1, 0) ∈ Γ(S, e∗F ).
By the universal property of L1, there is a unique morphism f : L1 → F which identifies
1 ∈ Γ(S, e∗L1) with s ∈ Γ(S, e
∗F ). The pushout of
F : 0 π∗M F OE 0
along ϕ := (e∗f)|ωE∨/S : ωE∨/S → M is isomorphic to (F , σ). Uniqueness follows from the
rigidity of extensions with a fixed splitting along the pullback e∗. 
An interesting application of this corollary relates L1 to the absolute Kähler differentials of
the universal elliptic curve. Let E → S be an elliptic curve and S → T be a smooth morphism.
We have the following fundamental short exact sequences of Kähler differentials:
(9) 0 π∗Ω1S/T Ω
1
E/T Ω
1
E/S 0
and
0 I/I2 e∗Ω1E/T Ω
1
S/T 0
with I the ideal sheaf defining the zero section e : S → E. The second short exact sequence
induces a canonical splitting
e∗Ω1E/T
∼
→ Ω1S/T ⊕ e
∗Ω1E/S
of the pullback of (9) along e. The pullback of the Kodaira–Spencer map
ωE/S ⊗ ωE∨/S → Ω
1
S/T
along π : E → S induces a map
ks : Ω1E/S ⊗OE π
∗ωE∨/S → π
∗Ω1S/T .
Corollary 4.12. The short exact sequence of Kähler differentials:
0 π∗Ω1S/T Ω
1
E/T Ω
1
E/S 0
is the pushout of L1 ⊗OE Ω
1
E/S along the Kodaira–Spencer map ks.
Proof. Assume, we have a short exact sequence
F : 0 π∗M F OE 0
together with a splitting σ of e∗F as in Corollary 4.11. Then we can describe the unique map
ϕ : ωE∨/S →M
whose existence is guaranteed by Corollary 4.11, as the image of 1 under the connecting mor-
phism
δ : OE → R
1π∗(π
∗M) = HomOS (ωE∨/S ,M).
Now the result follows from the definition of the Kodaira–Spencer map [FC90, p. 80]: The
Kodaira–Spencer map is the image of 1 under the connecting homomorphism of the short exact
sequence
(10) 0 π∗Ω1S/T ⊗OE
(
Ω1E/S
)∨
Ω1E/T ⊗OE
(
Ω1E/S
)∨
OE 0
obtained by tensoring the short exact sequence of Kähler differentials with ⊗OE
(
Ω1E/S
)∨
. 
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In particular, the pushout along the Kodaira–Spencer map induces a map
(11) KS: L1 ⊗OE Ω
1
E/S → Ω
1
E/T .
If E/S is the universal elliptic curve over the modular curve (with some level structure) then
KS is an isomorphism. In particular, L1 is essentially given by the absolute Kähler differentials.
5. The de Rham realization of the elliptic polylogarithm
The aim of this section is to give an explicit algebraic description of the de Rham realization of
the elliptic polylogarithm in terms of the Kronecker section of the Poincaré bundle for arbitrary
families of elliptic curves E/S over a smooth separated K-scheme S of finite type. From now on,
we will use Scheider’s explicit description of the de Rham logarithm sheaves and fix
(
L†n,∇
abs
L†n
, 1
)
as an explicit model for the de Rham logarithm sheaves (cf. Corollary 4.9).
5.1. The Kronecker section of the geometric logarithm sheaves. Recall that the dual
elliptic curve E∨ represents the connected component of the functor
T 7→ Pic(ET /T ) := {iso. classes of rigidified line bundles (L, r) on ET /T}
on the category of S-schemes. The polarization associated to the ample line bundle OE([e])
gives us an explicit autoduality isomorphism
(12)
λ : E Pic0E/S =: E
∨
P
(
OE([−P ]− [e]) ⊗OE π
∗e∗OE([−P ]− [e])
−1, can
)
Here, can is the canonical rigidification given by the canonical isomorphism
e∗OE([−P ] − [e])⊗OS e
∗OE([−P ]− [e])
−1 ∼→ OS .
With this chosen identification of E and E∨ we can describe the bi-rigidified Poincaré bundle
as follows
(P, r0, s0) : =
(
pr∗1OE([e])
⊗−1 ⊗ pr∗2OE([e])
⊗−1 ⊗ µ∗OE([e]) ⊗ π
∗
E×Eω
⊗−1
E/S , r0, s0
)
.
Here, ∆ = ker (µ : E × E∨ → E) is the anti-diagonal and r0, s0 are the rigifications induced by
the canonical isomorphism
e∗OE(−[e])
∼
→ ωE/S.
This description of the Poincaré bundle gives the following isomorphisms of locally free OE×E-
modules, i. e. all tensor products over OE×E :
P ⊗ P⊗−1 = P ⊗
(
OE×E(−[e× E]− [E × e] + ∆)⊗ π
∗
E×Eω
⊗−1
E/S
)⊗−1 ∼=
∼= P ⊗ Ω1E×E/E([e × E] + [E × e]) ⊗OE×E(−∆)(13)
The line bundle OE×E(−∆) can be identified with the ideal sheaf J∆ of the anti-diagonal ∆ in
E ×S E in a canonical way. If we combine the inclusion
OE×E(−∆) ∼= J∆ →֒ OE×E
with (13), we get a morphism of OE×E-modules
(14) P ⊗ P⊗−1 →֒ P ⊗ Ω1E×E/E([e× E] + [E × e]).
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Recall, that we agreed to identify E with its dual with the canonical polarization associated to
the line bundle OE([e]). With this identification, the Kronecker section
scan ∈ Γ
(
E ×S E
∨,P ⊗OE×E∨ Ω
1
E×E∨/E∨([e ×E
∨] + [E × e])
)
is then defined as the image of the identity section idP ∈ Γ(E ×E,P ⊗P
⊗−1) under (14). The
universal property of the Poincaré bundle gives us a canonical isomorphisms for D > 1:
γ1,D : (id× [D])
∗P
∼
→ ([D]× id)∗P
Let us define the D-variant of the Kronecker section by
sDcan := D
2 · γ1,D ((id × [D])
∗(scan))− ([D]× id)
∗(scan).
This is a priori an element in
Γ
(
E ×S E
∨, ([D] × id)∗
[
P ⊗ Ω1E×E∨/E∨
(
[E × E∨[D]] + [E[D] × E∨]
)])
,
but below, we will see that it is actually contained in
Γ
(
E ×S E
∨, ([D] × id)∗
[
P ⊗ Ω1E×E∨/E∨
(
[E × (E∨[D] \ {e})] + [E[D] × E∨]
)])
.
In other words, passing from the Kronecker section to its D-variant removes a pole along the
divisor E× e. For the proof, we will need the distribution relation of the Kronecker section: For
a torsion section t ∈ E[D](S), let us define the translation operator
UDt := γ1,D ◦ (id × Tt)
∗γ−11,D : ([D]× Tt)
∗P → ([D]× id)∗P.
For a section f ∈ Γ(E × E∨,P ⊗OE×E∨/E∨ Ω
1
E×E∨/E∨(E × e + e × E])) let us introduce the
notation
UDt (f) := (U
D
t ⊗ idΩ1)(([D] × Tt)
∗(f)).
With this notation, the distribution relation of the Kronecker section reads in the convenient
form:
Proposition 5.1 (Distribution Relation). For an elliptic curve E/S with D invertible on S
and |E[D](S)| = D2 we have ∑
e 6=t∈E[D](S)
UDt (scan) = s
D
can.
Proof. Let us refer to [Spr18a, Corollary A.3] for the proof of the distribution relation. 
The distribution relation shows, that passing to the D-variant of the Kronecker section re-
moves a pole along the divisor E × e:
Corollary 5.2. The D-variant of the Kronecker section is contained in
Γ
(
E ×S E
∨, ([D] × id)∗
[
P ⊗ Ω1E×E∨/E∨
(
[E × (E∨[D] \ {e})] + [E[D] × E∨]
)])
.
Proof. By definition of the translation operators UDt , we get
UDt (scan) ∈ Γ
(
E ×S E
∨, ([D] × id)∗
(
P ⊗ Ω1E×SE∨/E∨
(
[E × (−t)] + [e× E∨]
)))
.
Now the result follows from the distribution relation. 
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The rigidification (id × e)∗P ∼= OE of the Poincaré bundle gives us the identification:
([D] × e)∗
(
P ⊗ Ω1E×SE∨/E∨
(
[E × (−t)] + [e ×E∨]
)) ∼= [D]∗Ω1E/S([e]) ∼= Ω1E/S(E[D]).
Using this identification, we get (id × e)∗scan ∈ Γ(E,Ω
1
E/S(E[D])). This allows us to identify
the 1-form (id × e)∗scan with the logarithmic derivative of the Kato–Siegel function, which has
been introduced by Kato in [Kat04, Proposition 1.3]. Let us briefly recall the definition of the
Kato–Siegel function:
Proposition 5.3 ([Kat04, Proposition 1.3]). Let E be an elliptic curve over a base scheme S
and D be an integer which is prime to 6. There exists a unique section Dθ ∈ Γ(E \ E[D],O
×
E )
satisfying the following conditions:
(a) Dθ has divisor D
2[e] − [E[D]],
(b) NM (Dθ) = Dθ for every integer M which is prime to D. Here NM : Γ(E\E[MD],OE)→
Γ(E \ E[D],OE) denotes the norm map along M .
The function Dθ is called Kato–Siegel function.
The Kato–Siegel functions play an important role in modern number theory. While their
values at torsion points are elliptic units, the logarithmic derivatives d log Dθ ∈ Γ(E,OE(E[D]))
are closely related to algebraic Eisenstein series. These two properties make them an important
tool for proving explicit reciprocity laws for twists of Tate modules of elliptic curves, see for
example [Kat93] and [Tsu04]. Let us remark, that the logarithmic derivatives of the Kato–Siegel
functions appear as specializations of the Kronecker section:
Proposition 5.4 ([Spr18a, Cor. 5.7]). The section
(id× e)∗sDcan ∈ Γ(E,Ω
1
E/S(E[D]))
coincides with the logarithmic derivative of the Kato–Siegel function, i.e.
(id× e)∗sDcan = d log Dθ.
Proof. In [Spr18a, Cor. 5.7] we have proven
d log Dθ =
∑
e 6=t∈E[D](S)
(id× e)∗(UDt (scan)).
Now, the result follows from the distribution relation. 
By restricting sDcan along E× Inf
n
e E
∨ we obtain a compatible system of 1-forms with values in
the logarithm sheaves, more precisely: The canonical isomorphism [D]∗Ω1E/S([e])
∼
→ Ω1E/S(E[D])
tensored with the invariance under isogenies isomorphism (cf. (7)) gives
(15) [D]∗
(
Ln ⊗OE Ω
1
E/S ([e])
)
∼
→ Ln ⊗OE Ω
1
E/S (E[D]) .
Definition 5.5. Define the n-th infinitesimal Kronecker section
lDn ∈ Γ
(
E,Ln ⊗OE Ω
1
E/S (E[D])
)
as the image of (prE)∗(id× ιn)
∗(sDcan) ∈ Γ
(
E, [D]∗
[
Ln ⊗OE Ω
1
E/S ([e])
])
under (15).
By construction the lDn form a compatible system of sections with respect to the transition
maps of the geometric logarithm sheaves. By abuse of notation, we will denote the image of lDn
under the canonical inclusion
Ln →֒ L
†
n
again by lDn .
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5.2. Lifting the infinitesimal Kronecker sections. By the results of Scheider, we already
have a good explicit model of the de Rham logarithm sheaves in terms of the Poincaré bundle.
Our next aim is to give an explicit description of the elliptic de Rham polylogarithm in terms
of the Poincaré bundle. Therefore, we would like to lift the infinitesimal Kronecker sections
lDn ∈ Γ
(
E,Ln ⊗OE Ω
1
E/S(E[D])
)
⊆ Γ
(
E,L†n ⊗OE Ω
1
E/S(E[D])
)
to absolute 1-forms. In eq. (11) we have used the Kodaira-Spence map to construct a map
KS: L1 ⊗OE Ω
1
E/S → Ω
1
E/K .
Further, by the universal property of Ln we have comultiplication maps Lk+l → Lk⊗Ll mapping
1 to 1 ⊗ 1 after e∗. If we combine the Kodaira–Spencer map with the comultiplication of the
geometric logarithm sheaves, we obtain a map
(16) Ln+1 ⊗ Ω
1
E/S → Ln ⊗ L1 ⊗ Ω
1
E/S → Ln ⊗ Ω
1
E/K.
lifting relative 1-forms to absolute 1-forms.
Definition 5.6. Let us define the n-th absolute infinitesimal Kronecker section
LDn ∈ Γ(E,Ln ⊗ Ω
1
E/S(E[D]))
as the image of lDn+1 under the lifting map (16).
A first step in proving that the absolute infinitesimal Kronecker sections represent the poly-
logarithm is the following:
Proposition 5.7. Let us view LDn as section of L
†
n|UD ⊗OUD Ω
1
UD/K
via the inclusion Ln →֒ L
†
n.
Then
LDn ∈ Γ
(
UD, ker
(
L†n ⊗OE Ω
1
E/K
d(1)
−→ L†n ⊗OE Ω
2
E/K
))
where d(1) is the second differential in the absolute de Rham complex of (L†n,∇L†n,abs
).
Proof. The question is étale locally on the base. Indeed, for a Cartesian diagram
ET E
T S
f˜
f
with f finite étale we have an isomorphism
f˜∗
(
Ln ⊗ Ω
1
E/K
)
∼
→ Ln,ET ⊗ Ω
1
ET /K
which identifies (f˜∗LDn )n≥0 with (L
D
n )n≥0. Thus, we may prove the claim after a finite étale base
change. Now, choose an arbitrary N > 3. Since we are working over a scheme of characteristic
zero, the integer N is invertible and there exists étale locally a Γ1(N)-level structure. Again, by
compatibility with base change it is enough to prove the claim for the universal elliptic curve E
with Γ1(N)-level structure over the modular curveM over K. The vanishing of d
(1)(LDn ) can be
checked after analytification. The necessary analytic computation is shifted to section 5.4. 
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5.3. The polylogarithm class via the Poincaré bundle. The edge morphism E1,02 → E
1
in the Hodge-to-de-Rham spectral sequence
Ep,q1 = H
q(UD,L
†
n ⊗OUD Ω
p
UD/K
)⇒ Ep+q = Hp+qdR
(
UD/K,L
†
n
)
induces a morphism
(17) Γ
(
UD, ker
(
L†n ⊗OUD Ω
1
UD/K
d(1)
−−→ L†n ⊗OUD Ω
2
UD/K
))
[·]
−→ H1dR
(
UD/K,L
†
n
)
.
We show that polD,dR is represented by the compatible system (L
D
n )n≥0 under (17).
Theorem 5.8. The D-variant of the elliptic polylogarithm in de Rham cohomology is explicitly
given by
polD,dR = ([L
D
n ])n≥0
where [LDn ] is the de Rham cohomology class associated with L
D
n via (17). Here, L
D
n are the
(absolute) infinitesimal Kronecker sections associated to the Kronecker section.
Proof. First let us recall that LDn is contained in the kernel of the first differential of the de Rham
complex Ω•E/K ⊗ L
†
n, c.f. Proposition 5.7. Thus, [L
D
n ] is well-defined. Further, the question is
étale locally on the base. Indeed, for a Cartesian diagram
ET E
T S
f˜
f
with f finite étale we have an isomorphism
f˜∗
(
L†n ⊗ Ω
1
E/K
)
∼
→ L†n,ET ⊗ Ω
1
ET /K
which identifies (f˜∗LDn )n≥0 with (L
D
n )n≥0. Furthermore, the canonical map
H1dR
(
UD,L
†
n
)
∼
→ H1dR
(
UD ×S T,L
†
n,ET
)
is an isomorphism and identifies the polylogarithm classes. Thus, we may prove the claim after
a finite étale base change. Now, choose an arbitrary N > 3. Since we are working over a scheme
of characteristic zero, the integer N is invertible and there exists étale locally a Γ1(N)-level
structure. Again, by compatibility with base change it is enough to prove the claim for the
universal elliptic curve E with Γ1(N)-level structure over the modular curveM. By the defining
property of the polylogarithm we have to show
Res
(
([LDn ])n≥0
)
= D21e − 1E[D].
We split this into two parts:
(A) ResLD0 = D
21e − 1E[D]
(B) The image of Res
(
([LDn ])n≥0
)
under
∞∏
n=0
H0dR
(
E [D],SymkHE[D]
)
։
∞∏
n=1
H0dR
(
E [D],SymkHE[D]
)
is zero.
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(A): Since M is affine, the Leray spectral sequence for de Rham cohomology shows that we
obtain the localization sequence for n = 1 by applying H0dR (M, ·) to
0 H1dR (E/M) H
1
dR (UD/M) H
0
dR (E/M) .
Res
This exact sequence can be obtained by applying Rπ∗ to the short exact sequence
0 Ω•E/M Ω
•
E/M(E [D]) (iE[D])∗OE[D][−1] 0
Res
of complexes. Thus, it is enough to show Res(lD0 ) = D
21e−1E[D]. But we have already seen that
lD0 coincides with the logarithmic derivative of the Kato–Siegel function, c.f. Proposition 5.4. The
residue condition Res(lD0 ) = D
21e − 1E[D] follows immediately by one of the defining properties
of the Kato–Siegel function. This proves (A).
(B): The following lemma implies the vanishing of
H0dR
(
E [D],SymkHE[D]
)
= H0dR
(
M,SymkH
)
= 0, for k > 0.
So (B) holds in the universal case for trivial reasons. 
Lemma 5.9. Let N > 3 and E/M be the universal elliptic curve with Γ1(N)-level structure
over K. Then
H0dR
(
M,SymkH
)
= 0
for all k ≥ 1.
Proof. One can show the vanishing of H0dR
(
M,SymkH
)
after analytification. Then, the state-
ment boils down, using the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence, to the obvious vanishing result
H0(Γ1(N),Sym
k Z2) = 0, k ≥ 1
in group cohomology. Here, Z2 is the regular representation of Γ1(N) ⊆ Sl2(Z) on Z
2. 
Remark 5.10. The above Theorem gives an explicit representative (LDn )n≥0 of the de Rham
polylogarithm class. One could ask about uniqueness of this representative. We have already
seen that the compatible system of sections (LDn )n≥0 is contained in the first non-trivial step
F 0L†n ⊗ Ω
1
E/K = Ln ⊗ Ω
1
E/K
of the Hodge filtration. With some more effort one can actually prove that the system (LDn )n≥0
is the unique system in F 0L†n⊗Ω
1
E/K representing the de Rham polylogarithm. Let us refer the
interested reader to our PhD thesis [Spr17, Proposition 5.2.12].
5.4. Proof of Proposition 5.7 via the mixed heat equation for Theta functions. In
this subsection we will pass to the universal elliptic curve and deduce Proposition 5.7 from the
mixed heat equation
2πi · ∂τJ(z,w, τ) = ∂z∂wJ(z,w, τ).
of the Jacobi theta function. Let E/M be the universal elliptic curve over Q with Γ1(N)-level
structure. The complex manifolds E(C) and M(C) can be explicitly described as
E(C) = C×H/Z2 ⋊ Γ1(N)։M(C) = H/Γ1(N).
Recall that we fixed the polarization associated with O([e]) as autoduality isomorphism. The
above explicit analytification together with this autoduality isomorphism gives
C× C×H։ E(C)×M(C) E
∨(C)
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as universal covering. Let us write (z,w, τ) for the coordinates on the universal covering. Using
the autoduality isomorphism from eq. (12) we can write the rigidified Poincaré bundle on E×ME
as
P = pr∗1OE([e])
⊗−1 ⊗ pr∗2OE ([e])
⊗−1 ⊗ µ∗OE ([e]) ⊗ π
∗
E×Eω
⊗−1
E/M.
Let us write P˜ for the pullback of the analytified Poincaré bundle to the above universal covering.
Then P˜ is a trivial line bundle on the complex manifold C × C × H and by the above explicit
description of P in terms of OE([e]) it can be trivialized in terms of a suitable theta function.
Let us choose the Jacobi theta function
J(z,w, τ) :=
ϑ(z +w)
ϑ(z)ϑ(w)
with
ϑ(z) := exp
(
z2
2
η1(τ)
)
σ(z, τ)
as trivializing section of the pullback P˜ of the Poincaré bundle to the universal covering, i.e.
OC×C×H
∼
→ P˜ , 1 7→ t˜ :=
1
J(z,w, τ)
⊗ (dz)∨.
The analytification of the universal vectorial extension E† of E∨ sits in a short exact sequence
(cf. [MM74, Ch I, 4.4])
0 R1(πanE )∗(2πiZ) H
1
dR (E/M) E
†(C) 0.
In particular, the pullback of the geometric vector bundle H1dR (E/M) to the universal covering
H → M(C) serves as a universal covering of E†(C). Choosing coordinates on this universal
covering is tantamount to choosing a basis of
(18) H1dR (E/M)
∨ ∼→ H1dR
(
E∨/M
)
.
The isomorphism (18) is canonically induced by Deligne’s pairing. Let us choose the differentials
of the first and second kind ω = [dw] and η = [℘(w, τ)dw] as generators of H1dR (E
∨/M) and
denote the resulting coordinates by (w, v). We can summarize the resulting covering spaces in
the following commutative diagram:
C2 ×H C×H
E†(C) E∨(C).
pr1
The pullback of the Poincaré bundle P† to E × E† is equipped with a canonical integrable
E†-connection
∇† : P
† → P† ⊗O
E×E†
Ω1E×E†/E† .
Let us write P˜† for the pullback of the Poincaré bundle to the universal covering. The trivializing
section t˜† of P˜ induces a trivializing section t˜† of P˜† via pullback:
(19) OC×C2×H
∼
→ P˜†, 1 7→ t˜†.
Let us write L˜†1 for the pullback of L
†
1 := π∗(P
†|E×MInf1e E†) along the universal covering
π˜ : E˜ = C×H։ E(C).
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Using Inf1e E
† = OM ⊕H
1
dR (E
∨/M) the trivialization (19) induces
triv : L˜†1
∼
→ OE˜ ⊕ π˜
∗H1dR
(
E∨/M
)
.
Recall, that the higher de Rham logarithm sheaves were defined by tensor symmetric powers
of the first de Rham logarithm sheaf. The generators ω = [dw], η = [℘(w, τ)dw] of H˜ :=
π˜∗H1dR (E
∨/M) together with the isomorphism
triv : L˜†n
∼
→ TSymn L˜†1
∼= TSymn(OE˜ ⊕ H˜) =
n⊕
i=0
TSymi H˜
induce a decomposition
triv : L˜†n
∼
→
⊕
i+j≤n
ω˜[i,j] · OE˜
with ω˜[i,j] := triv−1(ω[i] · η[j]). Here, (·)[i] denotes the canonical divided power structure on the
algebra of tensor symmetric powers.
Lemma 5.11 ([Sch14, (3.4.16)]). In terms of this decomposition the connection ∇
L†n
is given
by
∇
L†n
(ω˜[i,j]) = −(i+ 1)η1(τ) · ω˜
[i+1,j] ⊗ dz + (j + 1)ω˜[i,j+1] ⊗ dz
with the convention that ω˜[i,j] = 0 if i + j > n. Here, η1(τ) is the "period of the second kind"
η1(τ) = ζ(z, τ)− ζ(z + 1, τ).
Proof. The horizontality of the isomorphism
L†n
∼
→ TSymn L†1
reduces us to prove the statement in the case n = 1. Since the restriction of ∇
L†1
to HE is trivial,
we get
∇
L†1
(ω˜[1,0]) = ∇
L†1
(ω˜[0,1]) = 0
and it remains to prove
∇
L†1
(ω˜[0,0]) = −η1(τ) · ω˜
[1,0] ⊗ dz + ω˜[0,1] ⊗ dz.
The connection ∇
L†1
is induced from the connection ∇† on P
†. The explicit description of the
connection in [Kat77, Thm. C.6 (1)] yields immediately the formula:
∇†(˜t
†) =
[
−
∂zJ(z,w)
J(z,w)
+ (ζ(z + w)− ζ(z) + v))
]
t˜
† ⊗ dz
Using
∂zJ(z,w)
J(z,w)
= ∂z log J(z,w) =
= w · η1(τ) + ζ(z +w) − ζ(z)
we get
∇†(˜t
†) = (v − w · η1(τ)) t˜
† ⊗ dz.
Restricting this to the first infinitesimal neighborhood gives:
∇
L†1
(ω˜[0,0]) = −η1(τ) · ω˜
[1,0] ⊗ dz + ω˜[0,1] ⊗ dz.

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Corollary 5.12. The absolute connection on L†n is given by the formula
∇abs
L†n
(ω˜[k,j]) =
(
− (k + 1)η1(τ) · ω˜
[k+1,j] + (j + 1)ω˜[k,j+1]
)
⊗ dz+
+
(
−
η1(τ)
2πi
kω˜[k,j] +
1
2πi
(j + 1)ω˜[k−1,j+1]
)
⊗ dτ+
+
((
∂τη1(τ)−
η1(τ)
2
2πi
)
(k + 1)ω˜[k+1,j−1] +
η1(τ)
2πi
jω˜[k,j]
)
⊗ dτ
with the convention that ω˜[i,j] = 0 if i+ j > n or i, j < 0.
Proof. By the horizontality of
L†n
∼
→ TSymn L†1
it is enough to prove the statement in the case n = 1. In the following, let us write ∇˜abs
L†n
for
the connection defined by the formulas in the statement. So, in the case n = 1 these formulas
reduce to
∇˜abs
L†1
(ω˜[0,0]) = (−η1(τ) · ω˜
[1,0] + ω˜[0,1])⊗ dz
∇˜abs
L†1
(ω˜[0,1]) =
(
∂τη1(τ)−
η1(τ)
2
2πi
)
ω˜[1,0] ⊗ dτ +
η1
2πi
ω˜[0,1] ⊗ dτ
∇˜abs
L†1
(ω˜[1,0]) = −
η1(τ)
2πi
ω˜[1,0] ⊗ dτ +
1
2πi
ω˜[0,1] ⊗ dτ.
A straightforward calculation shows that these formulas define an integrable holomorphic con-
nection on L†1. Let us now verify, that (L
†
1, ∇˜
abs
L†1
) represents the extension class of the first
logarithm sheaf. The logarithm sheaf splits after pullback along e:
e∗L†1
∼
→ OM ⊕H.
The section e∗ω˜[0,0] is a generator of OM while e
∗ω˜[0,1] = η and e∗ω˜[1,0] = ω form a basis of H.
Let us first check, that this splitting is horizontal if we equip the left hand side with e∗∇˜abs
L†1
,
OM with the derivation d : OM → Ω
1
M and H with the Gauss–Manin connection ∇GM. The
Gauss–Manin connection is given by the formulas (see for example [Kat73, A1.3.8])
∇GM(η) =
(
∂τη1(τ)−
η1(τ)
2
2πi
)
ω ⊗ dτ +
η1
2πi
η ⊗ dτ
∇GM(ω) = −
η1(τ)
2πi
ω ⊗ dτ +
1
2πi
η ⊗ dτ.
Comparing this to the defining formulas for ∇˜abs
L†1
shows immediately the horizontality of the
splitting along e. Stated differently, we have shown that the extension class [(L†1, ∇˜
abs
L†1
)] maps
to zero under the map:
Ext1VIC(E/C)(OE ,HE)
e∗
−→ Ext1VIC(M/C)(OM,H).
It remains to show, that [(L†1, ∇˜
abs
L†1
))] maps to idH under the map
Ext1VIC(E/C)(OE ,HE )→ HomVIC(M/C)(OM,H⊗H
∨)
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appearing in the defining property of the first logarithm sheaf in Definition 2.1. Restricting the
absolute connection relative M gives us vertical maps making the diagram
Ext1VIC(E/C)(OE ,HE) HomVIC(M/C)(OM,H⊗H
∨)
Ext1VIC(E/M)(OE ,HE) HomOM(OM,H⊗H
∨)
resM
commute. The defining formulas for ∇˜abs
L†1
together with Lemma 5.11 yield resM(∇˜
abs
L†1
) = ∇
L†1
.
But we already know that ∇
L†1
= resM(∇
abs
L†1
), hence (L†1,∇L†1
) maps to idH under the lower
horizontal morphism in the above diagram. Since the left vertical map is injective, we deduce
that (L†1, ∇˜
abs
L†1
) maps to idH under the upper horizontal map. 
In terms of our trivializing section t˜† the Kronecker section scan expresses as follows:
scan = J(z,w, τ) · t˜
† ⊗ dz.
This implies the following formula for the D-variant of the Kronecker section:
sDcan =
(
D2J(z,Dw, τ) −DJ(Dz,w, τ)
)
· t˜† ⊗ dz.
The expansion coefficients
D2J(z,w, τ) −DJ(Dz,
w
D
, τ) =
∞∑
k=0
sDk (z, τ)w
k
allow us to describe the restriction of sDcan to the n-th infinitesimal neighborhood along E as
lDn =
n∑
k=0
k!sDk (z, τ)ω˜
[k,0] ⊗ dz.
The Kodaira–Spencer isomorphism identifies dz ⊗ dw with 12πidτ so we get
(20) LDn =
n∑
k=0
(
k!sDk (z, τ)ω˜
[k,0] ⊗ dz +
1
2πi
(k + 1)!sDk+1(z, τ)ω˜
[k,0] ⊗ dτ
)
.
In particular, we deduce that the analytification of the 1-forms LDn coincide with the analytic
1-forms used by Scheider to describe the de Rham realization of the elliptic polylogarithm on
the universal elliptic curve. The analytic expression (20) is exactly the analytic section of the
de Rham logarithm sheaves which was used by Scheider to describe the de Rham realization
of the elliptic polylogarithm analytically. We have reduced the purely algebraic statement of
Proposition 5.7 to the analytification of the modular curve and identified the objects with the
analytic description of Scheider. Thus from here on we can follow the argument in Scheider
[Sch14, Thm. 3.6.2]. For the convenience of the reader let us nevertheless finish the proof.
Indeed, it will be the mixed heat equation
2πi · ∂τJ(z,w, τ) = ∂z∂wJ(z,w, τ).
which will be responsible for the vanishing of LDn under the differential in the de Rham complex.
The mixed heat equation implies the formula
∂τs
D
k =
1
2πi
(k + 1)∂zs
D
k+1(21)
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and we compute
(∇abs
L†n
∧ id + id⊗ d)(LDn ) =
=(∇abs
L†n
∧ id + id⊗ d)(
n∑
k=0
(
k!sDk ω˜
[k,0] ⊗ dz +
1
2πi
(k + 1)!sDk+1ω˜
[k,0] ⊗ dτ
)
) =
=
n∑
k=0
(
k!∂τs
D
k ω˜
[k,0] ⊗ dτ ∧ dz +
1
2πi
(k + 1)!∂zs
D
k+1ω˜
[k,0] ⊗ dz ∧ dτ
)
+
+
n∑
k=0
k!sDk ∇
abs
L†n
(ω˜[k,0])⊗ dz +
n∑
k=0
1
2πi
(k + 1)!sDk+1∇
abs
L†n
(ω˜[k+1,0])⊗ dτ
(21)
=
=
n∑
k=0
k!sDk ∇
abs
L†n
(ω˜[k,0])⊗ dz +
n∑
k=0
1
2πi
(k + 1)!sDk+1∇
abs
L†n
(ω˜[k+1,0])⊗ dτ
Cor. 5.12
=
=
n∑
k=0
k!
2πi
sDk ·
(
−η1(τ) · k · ω˜
[k,0] + ω˜[k−1,1]
)
⊗ dτ ∧ dz+
+
n∑
k=0
(k + 1)!
2πi
sDk+1 ·
(
−η1(τ) · (k + 1) · ω˜
[k+1,0] + ω˜[k,1]
)
⊗ dz ∧ dτ =
=
n∑
k=1
k!
2πi
sDk ·
(
−η1(τ) · k · ω˜
[k,0] + ω˜[k−1,1]
)
⊗ dτ ∧ dz−
−
n∑
k=1
k!
2πi
sDk ·
(
−η1(τ) · k · ω˜
[k,0] + ω˜[k−1,1]
)
⊗ dτ ∧ dz = 0
Thus LDn is a closed form with respect to the differential of the de Rham complex of L
†
n and the
proof of the Proposition is finished.
6. The de Rham Eisenstein classes
The aim of this section is to describe the de Rham Eisenstein classes explicitly. We will
identify them with cohomology classes associated to certain Eisenstein series. In the following
we will use (L†n,∇
abs
L†n
) as an explicit model for the de Rham logarithm sheaves. The canonical
horizontal isomorphism
L†n
∼
→ TSymn L†1
together with the horizontal isomorphism
e∗L†1
∼
→ OS ⊕H
induces a splitting isomorphism
e∗L†n
∼
→
n∏
k=0
TSymk
OS
H.
It might be more common to work with SymkH1dR (E/S) instead of TSym
kH1dR (E
∨/S). Thus,
let us make the following identifications: By the universal property of the symmetric algebra,
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we have a canonical ring homomorphism
Sym•H → TSym•H,
which is an isomorphism since we are working over a field of characteristic zero. Further, let us
use the polarization E
∼
→ E∨ associated with the ample line bundle OE([e]) to identify
H = H1dR
(
E∨/S
) ∼
→ H1dR (E/S) .
With these identifications, we can write the above splitting isomorphism as follows:
e∗L†n
∼
→
n∏
k=0
Symk
OS
H1dR (E/S) .
Similarly, we have
e∗Ln
∼
→
n∏
k=0
ω⊗kE/S .
Further, by invariance under isogenies we have an isomorphism
L†n
∼
→ [N ]∗L†n.
For a torsion section s ∈ E[N ](S) we get a canonical horizontal isomorphism
T ∗s L
†
n
∼
→ T ∗s [N ]
∗L†n = [N ]
∗L†n
∼
→ L†n.
where Ts : E → E is the translation by s. Together with the splitting isomorphism we obtain a
horizontal isomorphism:
trivs : s
∗L†n = e
∗T ∗s L
†
n
∼
→ e∗L†n
∼
→
n∏
k=0
SymkH1dR (E/S) .
The trivialization map is compatible with the Hodge filtration, i.e. we have
trivs : s
∗Ln = e
∗T ∗s Ln
∼
→ e∗Ln
∼
→
n∏
k=0
ω⊗kE/S .
The map trivs induces the specialization map:
s∗ : H1dR
(
UD,L
†
n
)
→
n∏
k=0
H1dR
(
S,SymkH1dR (E/S)
)
.
The aim of this section is to identify s∗polnD,dR with cohomology classes of certain Eisenstein
series: Let us consider the following analytic Eisenstein series
F
(k)
(a,b)(τ) = (−1)
k+1(k − 1)!
∑
(0,0)6=(m,n)∈Z2
1
(mτ + n)k
ζmb−naN , ζN := exp(
2πi
N
).
and define
D
F
(k)
(a,b)(τ) = D
2F
(k)
(a,b)(τ)−D
1−kF
(k)
(Da,Db)(τ).
These are exactly the Eisenstein series appearing in Kato’s Euler system c.f. [Kat04, §3.6]. Let
E/M be the universal elliptic curve over Q with Γ(N)-level structure. Recall that modular
forms of level Γ(N) and weight k are exactly the sections of Γ(M, ω⊗kE/M) which are finite at the
cusps. The Kodaira–Spencer map
ω⊗2E/M
∼
→ Ω1M
allows us to associate de Rham cohomology classes to modular forms of weight k ≥ 2 via:
Γ(M, ω⊗kE/M)
∼
→ Γ(M, ω
⊗(k−2)
E/M ⊗ Ω
1
M)
[·]
→ H1dR
(
M,Symk−2H1dR (E/M)
)
.
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For a modular form f of weight k let us write [f ] ∈ H1dR
(
M,Symk−2H1dR (E/M)
)
for its
associated cohomology class. The explicit description of the de Rham polylogarithm via the
Kronecker section allows us to deduce an explicit formula for the de Rham Eisenstein classes.
The de Rham Eisenstein classes have been known previously, see for example [BK10, Prop. 3.8],
[Sch14, Thm. 3.8.15].
Theorem 6.1. Let E/M be the universal elliptic curve over Q with Γ(N)-level structure. Let
(0, 0) 6= (a, b) ∈ (Z/NZ)2 and s = s(a,b) be the associated N -torsion section. The D-variant of
the polylogarithm specializes to the following cohomology classes of Eisenstein series:
s∗polnD,dR =
DF(k+2)(a,b)
k!
n
k=0
Proof. By Theorem 5.8 it suffices to prove
s∗[LDn ] =
DF(k+2)(a,b)
k!
n
k=0
.
Since LDn is obtained by applying
(22) Ln+1 ⊗ Ω
1
E/M → Ln ⊗L1 ⊗ Ω
1
E/M → Ln ⊗ Ω
1
E/Q.
to lDn+1, we are reduced to prove
trivs(s
∗lDn+1) =
DF(k+1)(a,b)
k!
n+1
k=0
.
Our aim is to reduce this claim to the construction of Eisenstein–Kronecker series via the
Poincaré bundle. As a first step we have to compare the translation operators of the Poincaré
bundle to the translation operators of the logarithm sheaves. Let us recall the definitions: The
definition of the translation isomorphism
T ∗s L
†
n
∼
→ T ∗s [N ]
∗L†n = [N ]
∗L†n
∼
→ L†n.
involves twice the invariance under isogenies isomorphism [N ]∗L†n which in turn is induced by
restricting γid,[N ] : (id × [N ])
∗P†
∼
→ ([N ] × id)∗P† along E × InfnE†. More generally, one can
define γ[N ],[D] as the diagonal in the commutative diagram
([N ] × [D])∗P ([ND] × id)∗P
(id× [DN ])∗P ([D] × [N ])∗P.
([N ]×id)∗γid,[D]
(id×[D])∗γ[N],id ([D]×id)∗γ[N],id
(id×[N ])∗γid,[D]
Using this, we have defined in [Spr18a, §3.3] translation isomorphisms UN,Ds,t for s ∈ E [N ](M)
and t ∈ E∨[D](M) on the Poincaré bundle P:
UN,Ds,t := γ[N ],[D] ◦ (Ts × Tt)
∗γ[D],[N ] : (Ts × Tt)
∗([D] × [N ])∗P ([D] × [N ])∗P.
For sections σ ∈ Γ(U,P) it is convenient to introduce the notation UN,Ds,t (σ) := U
N,D
s,t ((Ts ×
Tt)
∗([D] × [N ])∗σ). Let σ ∈ Γ(U,P) be a section of the Poincaré bundle and s ∈ E[N ](S) and
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t ∈ E∨[D](S). In particular, we get the section
σt := (prE)∗
(
U1,De,t (σ)
∣∣∣
E×SInfne E∨
)
of the geometric logarithm sheaf [D]∗Ln. Similarly, by taking translates by s and t we get the
section
σs,t := (prE)∗
(
(id× [N ]♯)−1
[
UN,Ds,t (σ)
∣∣∣
E×SInfne E∨
])
of [D]∗Ln. Here, we wrote [N ]
♯ for the isomorphism of structure sheaves OInfne E∨
∼
→ [N ]∗OInfne E∨
induced by N -multiplication. Let us write
inv[D] : Ln
∼
→ [D]∗Ln
for the invariance under isogenies isomorphism. Unwinding the definitions it is straightforward
to check that the translation operators of the Poincaré bundle and the translation operators of
the geometric logarithm sheaves are compatible in the following precise sense:
transs
(
T ∗s inv
−1
[D](σt)
)
= inv−1[D](σs,t).
Applying this to the Kronecker section σ = scan gives us sections
σt ∈ Γ
(
E , [D]∗Ln ⊗ Ω
1
E/S(E[D]))
)
and
σs,t ∈ Γ
(
E , [D]∗Ln ⊗ Ω
1
E/S(T
∗
sE[D]))
)
.
By the distribution relation [Spr18a, Corollary A.3]
∑
e 6=t∈E∨[D](S)
UDt (scan) = (D)
2 · γ1,D ((id× [D])
∗(scan))− ([D]× id)
∗(scan).
and the definition of lDn we obtain
lDn =
∑
e 6=t∈E∨[D]
(inv−1[D] ⊗ can)(σt)
where can : [D]∗Ω1E/M([e])
∼
→ Ω1E/M(E [D]) is the canonical isomorphism. Now, the above formula
gives
(23) (transs ⊗ idΩ1
E/M
)
(
T ∗s l
D
n
)
= (inv[D] ⊗ can)
−1
 ∑
e 6=t∈E∨[D]
σs,t
 .
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In particular, we obtain the formula
(trivs ⊗ idωE/M)(s
∗lDn )
Def.
= (e∗trive ⊗ idωE/M) ◦ (e
∗transs ⊗ idωE/M)
(
e∗T ∗s l
D
n
) (23)
=
=(e∗trive ⊗ idωE/M) ◦ (e
∗inv[D] ⊗ e
∗can)−1
 ∑
e 6=t∈E∨[D]
e∗σs,t
 (A)=
=
(
n⊕
k=0
(·D−k−1)
)
◦ (e∗trive)
 ∑
e 6=t∈E∨[D]
e∗σs,t
 (B)=
=
D−k+1
k!
·
∑
e 6=t∈E∨[D]
(e× e)∗
[
([D] × [N ])∗∇◦k♯ U
N,D
s,t (scan)
]n
k=0
(C)
=
=
D−k+1
k!
·
∑
e 6=t∈E∨[D]
Ek,1s,t
n
k=0
Here, (A) is induced by the commutativity of
e∗Ln ⊗ e
∗Ω1E/M e
∗[D]∗Ln ⊗ e
∗[D]∗Ω1E/M
⊕n
k=0 ω
⊗k
E/M ⊗ ωE/M
⊕n
k=0 ω
⊗k
E/M ⊗ ωE/M.
trive
e∗inv[D]⊗e∗can−1
trive
([D]∗)⊗k⊗([D]∗)−1
and the fact that pullback along [D] induces multiplication by D on the co-tangent space ωE/M.
For the equality (B), let us recall that∇♯ is the universal integrable E
♯-connection on the pullback
P♯ of the Poincaré bundle to E♯×M E
∨, where E♯ denotes the universal vectorial extension of E .
The OM-linear map
(e× idE∨)
∗∇♯ : OE∨ → OE∨ ⊗OE∨ Ω
1
E∨/M = OE∨ ⊗OM ωE/M
is nothing than the invariant derivation on E∨. On the other hand, the map
trive : OInfne E∨ = (e× idInfne E∨)
∗
(
P
∣∣∣
E×Infne E∨
)
∼
→
n⊕
k=0
ω⊗kE/M
coincides with f 7→ (e∗(∂◦kf)/k!)nk=0, i.e. it is given by iteratively applying the invariant deriva-
tion
∂ : OInfne E∨ → OInfn−1e E∨ ⊗OM ωE/M
to sections of OInfne E∨ . Combining these two facts with the definition of σs,t gives (B). The
equality (C) is the definition of the geometric modular forms Ek,1s,t given in [Spr18a, Def. 4.1].
So far, we have proven that the specialization s∗polnD,dR is represented by the cohomology
classes associated to the geometric modular forms D−k−1 ·E1,ks,t . It remains to relate D
−k−1 ·E1,ks,t
to Kato’s Eisenstein series
D
F
(k)
(a,b). Let us compare D
−k−1 ·
∑
e 6=t∈E∨[D]E
1,k
s,t to D
F
(k)
(a,b) on the
analytification of the universal elliptic curve.
Let E/M be the universal elliptic curve of level Γ1(N). Let us choose the following explicit
model for the analytification
E(C) = ((Z/NZ)× × C×H)/(Z2 ⋊ Γ1(N))
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with coordinates (j, z, τ) on (Z/NZ)× × C × H. We will use the trivializing section dz of
ωE(C)/M(C) to identify classical modular forms with sections of ω
⊗k
E(C)/M(C). According to [Spr18a,
Thm 4.2] and the functional equation of Eisenstein–Kronecker series the geometric modular form
D−k−1 ·
∑
e 6=t∈E∨[D]E
1,k
s,t corresponds to the classical modular form
(−1)kk! ·D−k+1
∑
(0,0)6=(c,d)∈(Z/DZ)2
∑
(0,0)6=(m,n)∈Z2
1
(mτ + n+ cτD +
d
D )
k+1
ζ
(mb−na)
N =
=(−1)kk! ·D−k+1
∑
(m,n)∈Z2\(DZ)2
Dk+1
1
(mτ + n)k+1
ζ
(mb−na)
N =
=D2F
(k+1)
(a,b) (τ)−D
2−(k+1)F
(k+1)
(Da,Db)(τ) = D
F
(k+1)
(a,b) (τ)
This proves the desired formula
s∗polnD,dR =
DF(k+2)(a,b)
k!
n
k=0
.

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